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This special issue presents six articles selected from the Fourth International 
Conference on Algebraic Methodology and Software Technology (AMAST ‘95) held on 
3-7 July 1995, at Montreal, Canada. The program committee was chaired by me and 
Maurice Nivat was the general chair. 
The AMAST ‘95 conference was the fourth in the AMAST series which started with 
the University of Iowa in 1989. The proceedings of all these conferences are available 
through Springer-Verlag, London, and Springer-Verlag Lecture Notes in Computer 
Science series. Selected papers from the first three conferences have been published in 
Theoretical Computer Science journal. In keeping with this tradition this special issue 
is brought out. 
The 29 papers published in the proceedings of AMAST’ provide an excellent 
in-depth coverage of the theory and practice in algebraic and logical foundations. This 
special issue presents expanded and enriched versions of six of these papers. The 
papers were selected for their significance and have undergone new and independent 
review process. 
The paper by Anne Elisabeth Haxthausen presents an extension of order-sorted 
algebraic specification languages with higher-order functions. The paper by Angelo 
Montanari and Maarten de Rijke deal with completeness issues for basic systems of 
metric temporal logic. The paper by Mads Dam provides a basic set of tools to show 
decidability for the finite control fragment for a number of equivalences of the 
z-calculus. The next paper by Allan Chang presents a CTL-like logic which is 
interpreted over l-safe nets. This paper also provides a set of sound and complete 
tableau rules for the logic interpreted under progress and fairness assumptions. The 
paper by Pierre Collette and Edgar Knapp presents composition rules that support 
the modular verification and development of state-based concurrent programs in 
a UNITY-like style. This paper also shows the compositional completeness of the 
proposed proof system. Finally, the paper by Moreno Falaschi et al. studies various 
subsets of concurrent constraint programs (ccp) by adding some restriction on the 
notion of choice or by requiring confluency and show how a denotational semantics 
for these subsets can be defined. This paper also develops a framework for the 
compositional analysis of full ccp. 
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I sincerely thank all the referees for their timely reviews, and Maurice Nivat, 
Editor-in-Chief of Theoretical Computer Science for his guidance during paper selec- 
tion process. My greatest appreciation goes to Terry Czernienko for her excellent 
secretarial assistance during the various stages of organizing AMAST’ and the 
editing of this special issue. 
V.S. Alagar 
Guest Editor 
